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The analysis of the CTMC most often boils down to the determination of steady-state and transient state probabilities. Steady-state probabilities refer to the sys-tem behaviour on the \long run" while the transient probabilities onsider thesystem at a �xed time instant t.In [3℄ measures of interest of CTMCs are spei�ed in a branhing-time logiCSL (ontinuous stohasti logi) that inludes aTCTL-like time-bounded untiloperator UI , where I is a time-interval, and a probabilisti operator P./p(�) toreason about the probabilities of timing properties. As in the logi PCTL [17℄,a probabilisti variant of CTL interpreted over DTMCs, the operator P./p(')replaes the usual CTL path quanti�ers 8 and 9 and refers to the probabilityfor the event spei�ed by the path formula '. The subsript ./ p (where ./is a omparison operator and p 2 [0; 1℄) spei�es a lower or upper bound forthe \allowed" probabilities. The ombination of the probabilisti operator withthe temporal operator 3[t;t℄ (whih an be derived from the time-bounded untiloperator) analyses the quantitative behaviour at time instant t and an be usedto reason about transient probabilities. For instane, P60:001(3[4;4℄error) assertsthat the probability for a system error at time instant 4 is at most 10�3.In [6℄, CSL was extended by the usual next step and until operator andby a novel steady-state operator, e.g. the formula S>0:98(up) asserts that thesteady-state probability for the system \being up" is at least 0.98. Moreover,[6℄ presented a model heking algorithm for the extended version of CSL thatuses a variant of multi-terminal BDDs [12, 4℄; thus, obtaining a single frameworkthat ombines the traditional approah of steady-state and transient analysis ofCTMCs with the symboli BDD-based model heking approah for temporallogis.While [6℄ fouses on model heking with tehniques that have been proven tobe very eÆient for non-stohasti systems, viz. BDDs, in this paper we investi-gate the omplementary question and present a CSL model heking algorithmthat operates with well-understood eÆient tehniques for analyzing CTMCs,namely transient analysis of CTMCs represented by sparse matries. The maindiÆulty is the treatment of P./p(') applied to a path formula ' of the form�1 UI �2.1 Our main result states that, for a given CTMC M and state s inM, the measure ProbM(s; ') for the event that ' holds when the system startsin state s, an be alulated by means of a transient analysis of the CTMCM0, whih an easily be derived from M. This allows us to adopt eÆient teh-niques for performing transient analysis of CTMCs, like uniformisation [15, 16,25, 27℄, for model heking probabilisti timing properties. In addition, we showthat (ordinary) lumping-equivalene | a notion on Markov hains to aggregatestate spaes [10, 24℄ that an be viewed as a ontinuous variant of probabilistibisimulation [26℄ | preserves the validity of all CSL-formulas. This allows usto swith from the original state spae to the (possibly muh smaller) quotientspae under lumping equivalene. Using this property, we indiate how the state1 The steady-state operator and the probabilisti operator applied to next step or (un-bounded) until require essentially matrix operations like multipliation and solvinglinear equation systems that an be treated by standard tools for sparse matries.



spae for heking probabilisti timing properties on the derived CTMCM0 anbe obtained.Organisation of the paper. Setion 2 introdues CTMCs and CSL. Setion 3presents a redution of the model heking problem for time-bounded until toa transient analysis on CTMCs. Setion 4 disusses lumping equivalene andpreservation of CSL-properties. Setion 5 reports on the heking of propertieson a large plain-old telephone system [21℄. Setion 6 onludes the paper.2 CTMCs and CSLIn this setion, we briey reall the basi onepts of CTMCs [28℄ and the logiCSL [3, 6℄. We slightly depart from the standard notations for CTMCs andonsider a CTMC as an ordinary transition system (Kripke struture) where theedges are equipped with probabilisti timing information. Let AP be a �xed,�nite set of atomi propositions.CTMCs. A (labelled) CTMC M is a tuple (S;R; L) where S is a �nite setof states, R : S � S ! IR>0 the rate matrix2, and L : S ! 2AP the labellingfuntion whih assigns to eah state s 2 S the set L(s) of atomi propositionsa 2 AP that are valid in s. A state s is alled absorbing i� R(s; s0) = 0 for allstates s0. We assume that for any state s, AP ontains an atomi proposition aswhih is harateristi for s, i.e., as 2 L(s) and as =2 L(s0) for any s0 6= s.Intuitively, R(s; s0) > 0 i� there is a transition from s to s0; 1� e�R(s;s0)�t isthe probability that the transition s ! s0 an be triggered within t time units.Thus, the delay of transition s ! s0 is governed by an exponential distributionwith rate R(s; s0). If R(s; s0) > 0 for more than one state s0, a ompetitionbetween the transitions originating in s exists, known as the rae ondition. Theprobability to move from non-absorbing state s to a partiular state s0 within ttime units, i.e., s! s0 wins the rae, is given byP(s; s0; t) = R(s; s0)E(s) � �1� e�E(s)�t�where E(s) =Ps02S R(s; s0) denotes the total rate at whih any transition em-anating from state s is taken. More preisely, E(s) spei�es that the probabilityof leaving s within t time-units is 1� e�E(s)�t, due to the fat that the minimumof exponential distributions (ompeting in a rae) is haraterised by the sum oftheir rates. Consequently, the probability of moving from a non-absorbing states to s0 by a single transition, denoted P(s; s0), is determined by the probabilitythat the delay of going from s to s0 �nishes before the delays of other outgoing2 We do not set R(s; s) = �Ps0 6=s R(s; s0), as is usual for CTMCs. In our setting,self-loops at a state s are possible and an be modelled by R(s; s) > 0. The inlusionof self-loops does neither alter the transient nor the steady-state behaviour of theCTMC, but allows the usual interpretation of linear-time temporal operators likenext step and unbounded or time-bounded until.



edges from s; formally, P(s; s0) = R(s; s0)=E(s). For an absorbing state s, thetotal rate E(s) is 0. (In this ase, we have P(s; s0) = 0 for any state s0.)The initial state probabilities ofM = (S;R; L) are given by an initial distri-bution � : S ! [0; 1℄ with Ps2S �(s) = 1. In ase we have a unique initial states, the initial distribution is denoted �1s , where �1s(s) = 1 and �1(s0) = 0 for anys0 6= s.Example 1. As a running example we address a triple modular redundant system(TMR) taken from [18℄, a fault-tolerant omputer system onsisting of threeproessors and a single (majority) voter that we model by a CTMC where statesi;j models that i proessors and j voters are operational. Initially all omponentsare funtioning orretly (i.e., � = �1s3;1). The failure rate of a proessor is � andof the voter � failures per hour (fph). The expeted repair time of a proessoris 1=� and of the voter 1=Æ hours. The system is operational if at least twoproessors and the voter are funtioning orretly. If the voter fails, the entiresystem is assumed to have failed, and after a repair (with rate Æ) the system isassumed to start \as good as new". The details of the CTMC are:s3;1 s2;1
s1;1s0;1 s0;0

up3 up2��� 3��
� 2��downÆ � � up1up0 R = 0BBBB� 0 3� 0 0 �� 0 2� 0 �0 � 0 � �0 0 � 0 �Æ 0 0 0 01CCCCA and E = 0BBBB� 3�+�2�+�+��+�+��+�Æ 1CCCCAWe have e.g., P(s2;1; s3;1) = �=(�+2�+�) and P(s0;1; s0;0) = �=(�+�).Paths. A path � is a �nite or in�nite sequene s0; t0; s1; t1; s2; t2; : : : with, fori 2 IN , si 2 S and ti 2 IR>0 suh that R(si; si+1) > 0, if � is in�nite. For anin�nite path � and i 2 IN let �[i℄ = si, the i-th state of �, and Æ(�; i) = ti, thetime spent in si. For t 2 IR>0 and i the smallest index i with t 6 Pij=0 tj let��t = �[i℄, the state of � at time t. If � is �nite and ends in sl, we require thatsl is absorbing, and R(si; si+1) > 0 for all i < l. For �nite �, �[i℄ and Æ(�; i)are de�ned for i 6 l in the above way, whereas Æ(�; l) = 1, and ��t = sl fort > Pl�1j=0 tj . Let Path denote the set of paths in M, Path(s) the set of pathsstarting in s.Borel spae. An initial distribution � yields a probability measure Pr� on pathsas follows. Let s0; : : : ; sk 2 S with R(si; si+1) > 0, (0 6 i < k), and I0; : : : ; Ik�1non-empty intervals in IR>0. Then, C(s0; I0; : : : ; Ik�1; sk) denotes the ylinderset onsisting of all paths � 2 Path(s0) suh that �[i℄ = si (i 6 k), and Æ(�; i) 2 Ii(i < k). Let F(Path) be the smallest �-algebra on Path whih ontains all setsC(s; I0; : : : ; Ik�1; sk) where s0; : : : ; sk ranges over all state-sequenes with s = s0,R(si; si+1) > 0 (0 6 i < k), and I0; : : : ; Ik�1 ranges over all sequenes of non-empty intervals in IR>0. The probability measure Pr� on F(Path) is the unique



measure de�ned by indution on k by Pr�(C(s0)) = �(s0) and for k > 0:Pr� (C(s0; : : : ; sk; I 0; s0) = Pr� (C(s0; : : : ; sk)) �P(sk; s0) � �e�E(sk)�a � e�E(sk)�b�where a = inf I 0 and b = sup I 0. (For b =1 and � > 0 let e���1 = 0.)Remark 1. For an in�nite path � = s0; t0; s1; t1; : : : we do not assume time di-vergene. Although Pj>0 tj might onverge, in whih ase � represents an \un-realisti" omputation where in�nitely many transitions are taken in a �niteamount of time, the probability measure of suh non-time-divergent paths is 0(independent of �). This allows a lazy treatment of the notation ��t in thedesription of measurable sets of paths for whih we just refer to the probabilitymeasure.Steady state and transient probabilities. For a CTMC two major types ofstate probabilities are distinguished: steady-state probabilities where the systemis onsidered \on the long run" i.e., when an equilibrium has been reahed, andtransient probabilities where the system is onsidered at a given time instant t.Formally, the transient probability�M(�; s0; t) = Pr� f� 2 Path j ��t = s0gstands for the probability to be in state s0 at time t given the initial distribution�. Steady-state probabilities are de�ned as �M(�; s0) = limt!1 �M(�; s0; t).This limit always exists for �nite CTMCs. For S0 � S, let �M(�; S0) =Ps02S0�M(�; s0) denote the steady-state probability for S0 given �, i.e.,�M(�; S0) = limt!1 Pr� f� 2 Path j ��t 2 S0 g:We let �M(�;?) = 0. We often omit the supersriptM if the CTMCM is learfrom the ontext. In ase of a unique initial state s, i.e., � = �1s , we write Prsfor Pr�, �(s; s0; t) for �(�; s0; t), and �(s; s0) for �(�; s0).Syntax of CSL. CSL is a branhing-time temporal logi where the state-formulas are interpreted over states of a CTMC [3, 6℄. As in [6℄ we onsider theextension of CSL of [3℄ with S./p(�) to reason about steady-state probabilities.We generalise CSL as de�ned in [6℄ with a time-bounded until operator thatis parametrized by an arbitrary time-interval I . Let a 2 AP, p 2 [0; 1℄ and./ 2 f6;> g. The state-formulas of CSL are de�ned by:� ::= tt ��� a ��� � ^ � ��� :� ��� S./p(�) ��� P./p(')where, for interval I � IR>0, path-formulas are de�ned by:' ::= X� ��� �U � ��� �UI �:The other boolean onnetives are derived in the usual way, i.e. � = :tt,�1 _ �2 = :(:�1 ^ :�2), and �1 ! �2 = :�1_�2. The meaning of U (\until")



and X (\next step") is standard. The temporal operator UI is the timed vari-ant of U ; �1 UI �2 asserts that �2 will be satis�ed at some time instant in theinterval I and that at all preeding time instants �1 holds. S./p(�) asserts thatthe steady-state probability for a �-state falls in the interval I./p = f q 2 [0; 1℄ jq ./ p g. P./p(') asserts that the probability measure of the paths satisfying 'meets the bound given by ./ p.Temporal operators like 3, 2 and their real-time variants 3I or 2I an bederived, e.g. P./p(3I �) = P./p(ttUI �) and P>p(2�) = P61�p(3:�).Example 2. Let AP = f upi j 0 6 i < 4 g [ f downg and onsider the CTMC ofExample 1. P610�5(3[0;10℄ down) denotes that the probability of a failure of thevoter within the next 10 hours is at most 10�5; the formula S>0:99(up3 _ up2)asserts that with 0.99 probability the system is operational, when the system isin equilibrium.Semantis of CSL. The state-formulas are interpreted over the states of aCTMC. Let M = (S;R; L) with labels in AP. The de�nition of the satisfationrelation j= � S �CSL is as follows. Let Sat(�) = f s 2 S j s j= � g.s j= tt for all s 2 Ss j= a i� a 2 L(s)s j= :� i� s 6j= � s j= �1 ^ �2 i� s j= �i; i=1; 2s j= S./p(�) i� �(s;Sat(�)) 2 I./ps j= P./p(') i� ProbM(s; ') 2 I./p:Here, ProbM(s; ') denotes the probability measure of all paths � 2 Path satis-fying ' when the system starts in state s, i.e.,ProbM(s; ') = Prsf� 2 Path j� j= ' g.3 The satisfation relation for the path-formulas is de�ned as:� j= X� i� �[1℄ is de�ned and �[1℄ j= �� j= �1 U �2 i� 9k > 0: (�[k℄ j= �2 ^ 80 6 i < k: �[i℄ j= �1)� j= �1 UI �2 i� 9t 2 I: (��t j= �2 ^ 8u 2 [0; t[: ��u j= �1)We note that for I = ? the formula �1 UI �2 is not satis�able and that �1 U �2an be interpreted as an abbreviation of �1 U [0;1) �2.Remark 2. Although CSL does not ontain an expliit transient state oper-ator, it is possible to reason about transient state probabilities as we have:�(s; s0; t) = Prob(s;3[t;t℄as0). Thus, whereas the steady-state operator S./p(�)annot be derived from the other operators, a transient-state operator T �t./p (�) =P./p(3[t;t℄�) an be de�ned. It states that the probability for a �-state at timepoint t meets the bound ./ p.3 Model heking UI by transient analysisIn [6℄, we presented aCSLmodel heking algorithm that essentially relies on thefollowing ideas. The steady-state operator requires the omputation of steady-state probabilities whih an be obtained by a graph analysis and by solving3 The fat that the set f� 2 Path j � j= ' g is measurable an be easily veri�ed.



a linear equation system. The basis for alulating the probabilities Prob(s; ')are the following results. For the temporal operators next X and until U (thatabstrat from the amount of time spent in states but just refer to the states thatare passed in an exeution), we have the same haraterizations for the valuesProb(s;X�) and Prob(s; �1 U �2) as in the ase of DTMCs [17℄:Prob(s;X�) =Ps0j=�P(s; s0) andProb(s; �1 U �2) = 8<:1 if s j= �2Ps02S P(s; s0) � Prob(s0; �1 U �2) if s j= �1 ^ :�20 otherwise:This amounts to matrix/vetor-multipliation for next and solving a linear equa-tion system for until.For the time-bounded until operator, [6℄ suggested an iterative method whihrelies on the observation that the funtion (s; t; t0) 7! Prob(s; �1 U [t;t0℄ �2) anbe haraterized as the least �xed point of a higher-order operator 
 where
(F ) is de�ned by means of Volterra integrals. This �xed-point haraterizationthen serves as a basis for an iterative method that uses numerial integrationtehniques. First experiments in a non-symboli setting have shown that thisapproah an be rather time-onsuming and that numerial stability is hardto ahieve [22℄. [6℄ suggested a symboli approah by ombining (MT)BDD-tehniques [9, 12, 4℄ with an operator for solving integrals by quadrature formu-las. Here, we propose an alternative strategy that redues the model hekingproblem for the time-bounded until operator to the problem of alulating tran-sient probabilities in CTMCs. This observation allows us to implement CSLmodel heking on the basis of well-established transient analysis tehniques forCTMCs (see below).Four orretness-preserving transformations.We �rst observe that it suf-�es to onsider time bounds spei�ed by ompat intervals, sine:Prob(s; �1 UI �2) = Prob(s; �1 Ul(I) �2)where l(I) denotes the losure of I . Seondly, unbounded time intervals [t;1)an be treated by ombining time-bounded until and unbounded until, sine:Prob(s; �1 U [t;1) �2) = Xs02S Prob(s; �1 U [t;t℄ as0) � Prob(s0; �1 U �2):In the sequel, we treat 4 types of time-bounded until-formulas with a ompatinterval I and show how they all an be redued to instanes of two simple baseases. For CTMC M = (S;R; L) and CSL-state formula � let CTMC M[�℄result from M by making all �-states in M absorbing; i.e., M[�℄ = (S;R0; L)where R0(s; s0) = R(s; s0) if s 6j= � and 0 otherwise. Note that M[�1℄[�2℄ =M[�1 _ �2℄.Case A: Bounded until for absorbing �2-states. Let ' = �1 U [0;t℄ �2 and assumethat all �2-states are absorbing, i.e., one a �2-state is reahed it will not be



left anymore. We �rst observe that one a (:�1 ^ :�2)-state is reahed, ' willbe invalid, regardless of the future evolution of the system. As a result, we mayswith from M to M[:�1 ^ :�2℄ and onsider the property on the obtainedCTMC. The assumption that all �2-states are absorbing allows us to onludethat ' is satis�ed one a �2-state is reahed at time t. Thus,Lemma 1. If all �2-states are absorbing in M (i.e., M =M[�2℄) then:ProbM(s; �1 U [0;t℄ �2) = ProbM0(s;3[t;t℄ �2) = Xs00j=�2 �M0(s; s00; t)for M0 =M[:�1 ^ :�2℄.Case B: Point-interval until for �2 ! �1. Let ' = �1 U [t;t℄ �2 and assume�2 ! �1. Note that suh impliation holds in ase of 3-properties. With thesame motivation as for the previous ase, we make (:�1 ^ :�2)-states absorbing.Sine �2 ! �1 it follows that Prob(s; ') equals the probability to be in a �2-state at time t in the obtained CTMC:Lemma 2. If �2 ! �1 we have for any CTMC M:ProbM(s; �1 U [t;t℄ �2) = ProbM0(s;3[t;t℄�2) = Xs00j=�2 �M0(s; s00; t):for M0 =M[:�1 ^ :�2℄.Case C: Bounded until. Let ' = �1 U [0;t℄ �2 and onsider an arbitrary CTMCM. This property is ful�lled if a �2-state is reahed before (or at) time t viasome �1-path. One suh �2-state has been reahed, the future behaviour ofthe CTMC is irrelevant for the validity of '. Aordingly, the �2-states an besafely made absorbing without a�eting the validity of '. As a result, it suÆesto onsider the probability of being in a �2-state at time t for M[�2℄, thusreduing to the ase in Lemma 1. As M[�2℄[:�1 ^ :�2℄ = M[:�1 _ �2℄ weobtain:Theorem 1. For any CTMC M:ProbM(s; �1 U [0;t℄ �2) = ProbM[�2℄(s; �1 U [0;t℄ �2) = Xs00j=�2 �M[:�1_�2℄(s; s00; t):Case D: Interval-until. Let ' = �1 U [t;t0℄ �2 with 0 < t 6 t0 and let M bean arbitrary CTMC4. We �rst observe that for any path � with � j= ': (i) �1ontinuously holds in the interval [0; t℄(i.e., � j= 2[0;t℄�1), in partiular, s0 = ��tis a �1-state, and (ii) �0 2 Path(s0), the suÆx of � that starts at time t, ful�llsthe path formula �1 U [0;t0�t℄�2.5 Let the intermediate state s0 2 Sat(�1) andonsider the set �(s0) of paths � 2 Path(s) where ��t = s0 and � j= '. Then4 Note that Prob(s; �1 U [t;t0℄ �2) 6= Prob(s; �1 U [0;t0℄ �2)� Prob(s; �1 U [0;t℄ �2).5 Formally, �0 is the unique path with �0�x = ��(t+x) for any positive real x.



Prs(�(s0)) equals Prob(s; �1 U [t;t℄ as0) times Prob(s0; �1 U [0;t0�t℄ �2). As the sets�(s0) for s0 2 Sat(�1) are pairwise disjoint we obtain:Prob(s; �1 U [t;t0℄ �2) = Xs0j=�1 Prob(s; �1 U [t;t℄ as0) � Prob(s0; �1 U [0;t0�t℄ �2):To ompute the probabilities Prob(s; �1 U [t;t℄ as0) for s0 j= �1 we use Lemma 2,i.e., we swith fromM toM1 =M[:�1℄ and ompute the transient probabilitiesfor any �1-state s0 at time t in M1. The probabilities Prob(s0; �1 U [0;t0�t℄ �2)an be obtained as in Theorem 1. This yields the following result:Theorem 2. For any CTMC M and 0 < t 6 t0:ProbM(s; �1 U [t;t0℄ �2) = Xs0j=�1 Xs00j=�2 �M[:�1℄(s; s0; t) � �M[:�1_�2℄(s0; s00; t0�t):With Theorem 2 we an alulate the values ProbM(s; '), using one of thefollowing two methods. LetM2 =M[:�1_�2℄. Either we alulate the matriesA = (�M1(s; s0; t))s2S;s02Sat(�1);B = (�M2(s0; s00; t0�t))s02Sat(�1);s002Sat(�2)and then take the produt A � B. Or, we �rst alulate the distributions �sfor s 2 S, given by �s(s0) = �M1(s; s0; t) and then ompute ProbM(s; ') =Ps00j=�2 �M2(�s; s00; t0�t). This alternative is based on the observationXs0j=�1 �s(s0) � �M2(s0; s00; t0�t) = �M2(�s; s00; t0�t)for any �2-state s00.6Example 3. Consider our TMR with initial distribution � = �1s3;1 and let � =P>0:15(�1 U [3;7℄ �2) for �1 = up3 _ up2 and �2 = up2 _ up1. Aording to Theo-rem 2 model heking � boils down to �rst omputing the transient probabilitiesat time 3, i.e., �2 = (�M1(s3;1; 3))s2S in CTMC M1 of Fig. 1(a) where all :�1-states are made absorbing. We obtain �2 = (0:968; 0:0272; 0:011; 0; 0:003) with apreision of " = 10�6 for � = 0:01, � = 0:001, � = 1:0 and Æ = 0:2. In the seondphase, we ompute the transient probabilities at time 4 in CTMCM2 of Fig. 1(b)starting from initial distribution �2, i.e., omputing Ps00j=up2 �M2(�2; s00; 4) �0:1365. Thus, the property � is violated.Uniformisation. Based on the general priniple of uniformisation [25℄, eÆienttehniques to ompute transient state probabilities for CTMCs have been pro-posed [16, 15℄. With uniformisation, the transient probabilities of a CTMC are6 For both alternatives, in the worst ase, for any state s, we need a transient analysisin M1 (with initial state s) and M2 (with initial distribution �s). The seondalternative might be preferable if there are only a few di�erent distributions �s.
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up1� 3�s3;1 s2;1s0;0s0;1 s1;1Fig. 1. CTMCs to be analysed for heking P>0:15((up3 _ up2) U [3;7℄ (up2 _ up1))omputed via a so-alled uniformised DTMC whih haraterises the CTMC atstate transition epohs.Denoting with �(�; t) the vetor of state probabilities at time t, i.e., �(�; t) =(�(�; s1; t); � � � ; �(�; sN ; t)) (with N = jSj the number of states), the Chapman-Kolmogorov di�erential equations haraterise the transient behaviour: �0(�; t) =�(�; t)�Q, whereQ = R�diag(E). A formal solution is then given by the Taylor-series expansion: �(�; t) = � � eQ�t = � � 1Xi=0 (Q � t)ii! :This solution, however, should not be used as the basis for a numerial algorithmsine: (i) it su�ers from numerial instability due to the fat that Q ontainsboth positive and negative entries; (ii) the matrix powers will beome less andless sparse for large i, thus requiring O(N2) storage; (iii) it is diÆult to �nd aproper trunation riterion for the in�nite summation.Instead, by hoosing q = maxifE(si)g, we onstrut the uniformised DTMCwith transition probability matrix P = I + Q=q. By the hoie of q, P is astohasti matrix. Substituting Q = q(P� I) in the above solution, we obtain�(�; t) = � � 1Xi=0 e�q�t (q � t)ii! Pi;whih an be rewritten as �(�; t) = 1Xi=0 PP (i) � �i;where PP (i) = e�q�t (q�t)ii! is the i-th Poisson probability with parameter qt, and�i = �i�1P and �0 = �. The Poisson probabilities an be omputed in a stableway with the algorithm of Fox and Glynn [14℄. There is no need to ompute ex-pliit powers of the matrix P. Furthermore, sine the terms in the summation areall between 0 and 1, the number of terms to be taken given a required auray,an be omputed a priori. For large values of qt, this number is of order O(qt).Notie, however, that for large values of qt, the DTMC desribed by P might



even have reahed steady-state, so that a further redution in omputationalomplexity is reahed. For further details, see [28, 18℄.Regarding storage omplexity, we note that we require O(3N) storage for theprobability vetors and O(�N) for the matrix P, where � denotes the (average)number of transitions originating from a single state in the DTMC (typially� << N). Regarding omputational omplexity, to ompute �(�; t) we requirethe sum of O(qt) vetors, eah of whih is the result of a matrix-vetor multi-pliation. Given a sparse implementation of the latter, we require O(�N) salarmultipliations for that, so that we have an overall omputational omplexity ofO(qt � �N).4 Abstration with bisimulation (lumping) equivaleneIn this setion, we disuss some tehniques to redue the state spae of a CTMC.These tehniques are mainly based on the observation that (a slight variantof) ordinary lumping equivalene (i.e., bisimulation) preserves all CSL-formulas.This result is in the spirit of [8℄ where bisimilar states of an ordinary transitionsystem are shown to satisfy the same CTL-formulas. Similar results have beenestablished for many types of transition systems and branhing-time logis; e.g.,in the probabilisti setting, [2℄ shows that probabilisti bisimulation on DTMCspreserves PCTL [17℄. Our result below an be onsidered as the ontinuousversion of that result. LetM = (S;R; L) be a CTMC, F a set of CSL-formulas,and LF : S ! 2F a labelling de�ned by LF (s) = f� 2 F j s j= � g.De�nition 1. An F -bisimulation on M = (S;R; L) is an equivalene R on Ssuh that whenever (s; s0) 2 R then LF (s) = LF (s0) and R(s; C) = R(s0; C) forall C 2 S=R. States s and s0 are F -bisimilar i� there exists an F -bisimulationR that ontains (s; s0).Here, S=R denotes the quotient spae and R(s; C) abbreviatesPs02C R(s; s0).F -bisimulation is a slight variant of Markovian bisimulation (whih is de�nedon CTMCs with ation-labelled transitions) on CTMCs with labelled states.Markovian bisimulation oinides with (ordinary) lumping equivalene [11℄, awell-known notion to aggregate CTMCs.For s 2 S, let [s℄R denote the equivalene lass of s under R. For M =(S;R; L) we de�ne the CTMC M=R = (S=R;RR; LR) with RR([s℄R; C) =R(s; C) and LR([s℄R) = LF (s). That is, M=R results from M by building thequotient spae under R and labelling states with F (rather than AP). M=Ran be omputed by a modi�ed version of the partition re�nement algorithmfor ordinary bisimulation without an inrease of the worst ase omplexity [23℄.Let CSLF denote the smallest set of CSL-formulas that inludes F and that islosed under allCSL-operators. In the following we write j=M for the satisfationrelation j= (on CSL) on M.Theorem 3. Let R be an F -bisimulation on M and s a state in M. Then:(a) For all CSLF -formulas �: s j=M � i� [s℄R j=M=R �



(b) For all CSLF path-formulas ': ProbM(s; ') = ProbM=R([s℄R; ').In partiular, F -bisimilar states satisfy the same CSLF formulas.Proof. Straightforward by strutural indution on � and '.Theorem 3 allows to verify CSL-formulas on the possibly muh smaller M=Rrather than on M, for AP-bisimulation R.In addition, we an exploit the above result to our transformations of theprevious setion by using the following observation. From Theorem 3(b) andRemark 2 it follows:Xs0j=M ��M(s; s0; t) = XS0j=M=R ��M=R([s℄R; S0; t) (1)for any CSLF formula � and F -bisimulation R. This observation allows us tosimplify the CTMCs M[: : :℄ that our in the ases A{D of our model hekingproedure presented in the previous setion in the following way. For ases Cand D, we ompute the transient probabilities for �2-states in the CTMCM0 =M[:�1 _ �2℄. Let F = f:�1 ^ :�2; �2 g and R be the smallest equivalene onthe state spae S of M0 that identi�es all �2-states and all (:�1 ^ :�2)-states.Clearly, R is an F -bisimulation on M0. The state spae of M0=R isS=R = Sat(�1 ^ :�2) [ [Sat(�2)℄R [ [Sat(:�1 ^ :�2)℄RSine �2 is a CSLF -formula, equation (1) yieldsXs00j=�2 �M0(s; s00; t) = �M0=R(s; [Sat(�2)℄R; t)for any state s 2 Sat(�1 ^ :�2). Similar arguments are appliable to ase Aand B. As a result, the sets [Sat(:�1 ^ :�2)℄R and [Sat(�2)℄R in ases A{Dan be onsidered as single states. This may yield a substantial redution of thestate spae of the CTMC under onsideration. From a omputational point ofview, the swith from M to the modi�ed M[: : :℄=R is quite simple as we justollapse ertain states into a single absorbing state. The generator matrix RRfor M[: : :℄=R an be obtained by simple manipulations of the generator matrixR for M (matrix multipliation).Example 4. Aording to the above observations, in the CTMC of Fig. 1(a) wemay aggregate states [Sat(�1)℄R = f s0;1; s0;0; s1;1 g into a single state. This newstate is reahable from s3;1 with rate � and from s2;1 with rate 2�+�. In theCTMC of Fig. 1(b) we may ollapse [Sat(�2)℄R = f s2;1; s1;1 g and [Sat(:�1 ^:�2)℄R = f s0;0; s0;1 g into single states.5 Model heking a telephone systemIn this setion, we report on model heking the stohasti behaviour of an in-stane of the plain-old telephone system (POTS), where two users onurrently



try to get onneted to eah other. In [21℄, we have shown how a formal spei�-ation of the POTS (in LOTOS) an be augmented with stohasti timing on-straints, leading to a model of more than 107 states. We aggregated this modelompositionally using appropriate stohasti extensions of (strong and weak)bisimulation [23℄, to ome up with a lumped CTMC M of 720 states. Here wemodel hek the resulting CTMC using transient analysis. In short, the followingatomi propositions are used: onn haraterises states where both partners areonneted to eah other, and onversation is running. fed up haraterises stateswhere either of the user is hooking the phone beause he is apparently out ofluk, unable to reah his onversation partner. Our basi time unit is 1 minute.The following properties are heked:{ P./p(3[0;t℄onn), the probability of being onneted within t minutes.{ P./p(3[t;t℄onn), the probability of being onneted after exatly t minutes.{ P./p(3[100;100+t℄onn), the probability of being onneted at some time be-tween 100 and 100+t minutes.{ P./p(:fed upU [t;100+t℄onn), the probability of a running onversation be-tween t and 100 + t minutes, without failing to get onneted beforehand.Note that only the �rst property an be heked with the urrent implemen-tation [22℄ of the non-symboli model heking algorithm based on numerialintegration [6℄. We do not instantiate p, as the exeution times and omputedprobabilities will be the same for all p 2 ℄0; 1[. Statistis of the omputationtime needed to hek these formulas globally, i.e., for all states, are depited inTable 1. They have been obtained by means of a trial implementation of theuniformisation method written in C, running on a 300 MHz SUN Ultra 5 work-station with 256 MB memory under the Solaris 2.6 operating system. (In allases reported below, the memory requirements are less than 20 MB.)t P./p(3[0;t℄onn) P./p(3[t;t℄onn) P./p(3[100;100+t℄onn) P./p(:fed upU [t;100+t℄onn)MV-mult. time MV-mult. time MV-mult. time MV-mult. time0.1 59 7.75 138 41.91 15,325 3,549.70 5,234 351.751 102 10.75 267 75.04 15,368 3,552.69 5,349 378.0510 583 38.40 1,714 416.38 15,848 3,580.27 6,795 747.21100 5,081 303.33 15,265 3,541.84 20,347 3,845.27 20,347 3,956.011000 8,901 619.51 39,155 8,835.01 24,167 4,161.41 151,815 34,405.1410000 8,901 624.68 39,155 8,902.41 24,167 4,166.52 151,815 34,567.23Table 1. Computation time (in se) and number of matrix-vetor multipliations(times 103) needed for heking CSL properties by means of uniformisationFrom these statistis, we draw the following onlusions. (1) We observe aroughly linear dependeny between the time bound t and the run-time of uni-formisation, due to the fat that the (preomputed) number of iterations neededby uniformisation is O(t). (2) The number of iterations needed for t > 1000 isonstant, due to the fat that our algorithm has a built-in steady-state detetion.In other words, the hain at time 1000 is already behaving lose to equilibrium,



up to a trunation error " (set to 10�6 in all experiments). For time-boundslarger than 1000, transient analysis ould in fat be replaed by a (muh heaper)steady-state analysis. (3) The times needed to hek P./p(3[t;t℄onn) are approx-imately one order of magnitude higher than those needed for P./p(3[0;t℄onn).This is a onsequene of the fat that the pruning of transitions inM[onn℄ (f.Theorem 1) leads to a CTMC ontaining mutually unreahable parts, and foreah state we perform transient analysis only on the reahable (lumped) CTMC.On average, this hain has only 62 states, explaining the order of magnitude dif-ferene. Note that aording to Lemma 2, transient analysis an take the originalhain (with 720 states) unhanged to hek P./p(3[t;t℄onn), sine onn ! tt.The two rightmost formulas involve more than one (iterative) transient solution,on di�erent lumped CTMCs (f. Theorem 2). Their time onsumption is mainlydetermined by the size of the lower time bound (an observation that does nothold in general).6 Conluding remarksThe main result of this paper is that the veri�ation problem for probabilistitiming properties, i.e., CSL-formulas of the form P./p(�1 U I�2), is reduible toa transient analysis of CTMCs. Thus, eÆient tehniques for transient analysis,suh as uniformisation, an be adopted for model heking these formulas. Inaddition, we showed that a slight variant of (ordinary) lumpability on CTMCspreserves all CSL-formulas. We illustrated these results by analysing a plain-old telephone system. Future work inludes the adaption of partial uniformisa-tion [27℄ to our setting (thus allowing a partial searh of the state spae) andonsidering a symboli variant of our presented approah using multi-terminalBDDs [4, 12℄ in order to ompare this approah with the symboli (numerialintegration) approah in [6℄. The extension of our approah towards Markovreward models is reported in [7℄.Referenes1. M. Ajmone Marsan, G. Balbo, G. Conte, S. Donatelli, and G. Franeshinis. Mod-elling with Generalized Stohasti Petri Nets. John Wiley & Sons, 1995.2. A. Aziz, V. Singhal, F. Balarin, R. Brayton and A. Sangiovanni-Vinentelli. Itusually works: the temporal logi of stohasti systems. In CAV, LNCS 939, pp.155{165, 1995.3. A. Aziz, K. Sanwal, V. Singhal and R. Brayton. Verifying ontinuous time Markovhains. In CAV, LNCS 1102, pp. 269{276, 1996.4. I. Bahar, E. Frohm, C. Gaona, G. Hahtel, E. Maii, A. Padro and F. Somenzi.Algebrai deision diagrams and their appliations. Form. Meth. in Syst. Design,10(2/3): 171{206, 1997.5. C. Baier. On algorithmi veri�ation methods for probabilisti systems. Habilita-tion thesis, Univ. of Mannheim, 1999.6. C. Baier, J.-P. Katoen and H. Hermanns. Approximate symboli model hekingof ontinuous-time Markov hains. In CONCUR, LNCS 1664, pp. 146{162, 1999.
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